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Features: ● Play Games ● Provide social interaction experience ● Take a picture, open the camera and share it ● Chat in real time and go anywhere ● Voice
chat supported ● Take a picture, open the camera and share it ● Voice chat supported ● Experience an interaction with friends from all around the world in
the different rooms, like studio, chat room, cinema, support live ● Create a private space to share something you like with your friends. ● Play more games!
New games are being added every day. ● Meet friends and people around the world in the BeanVR ● Experience an interactive environment like never
before ● Access the assets to build your own room on the app and design your very own BeanVR experience! ● High-speed performance to ensure smooth
gameplay and a great experience ● Compatible with iOS 9.3 or higher ● Compatible with iPod touch and iPad ● Compatible with iPhone 5 and newer models
● Compatible with all iPod models ● Compatible with Android OS 4.4 or higher ● Compatible with all Android devices ● Screen recording featureJAKARTA
(Reuters) - A Dutch-Indonesian gunman killed eight people on Friday at a police checkpoint in a small village in central Java, before being shot dead himself,
police and witnesses said. Police spokesman Fransiskus Boose told reporters the suspect was a 40-year-old Dutch national who had twice been involved in
previous shootings. Local resident Dede Andrianto told reporters that the suspect shot a local police officer and tried to steal his gun, but gave himself up
after being hit with a return bullet. Police said the shooting took place in Sinabung village, a rural area in Central Java just south of the capital, Jakarta. “The
gunman used a locally made firearm, an old, loaded, locally made gun. This was the first time he did this,” Fransiskus told reporters, adding that the bullets
used for the shooting had been bought locally. He did not give further details about the background of the suspect. “He didn’t resist arrest,” he said. Twelve
people were wounded in the attack, including several policemen. The shooting took place not far from the central Java town of Bandung, where an Indonesian
Islamist militant attacked the regional police headquarters with a rented pick-up truck in August, killing three
Features Key:
A brief : The 11-minute game is detailed in the following nine sections:A brief history of the U.S. space program,Lunar exploration attempts and failures,Exploration crews and activities during the Apollo and Ranger missions,Project Gemini and Apollo.
A challenge : All 49 Apollo and four Ranger missions are detailed on an orbital map with vector lines indicating distances to the Moon, sun and planets. The manual contains puzzles and quizzes to test astronaut skill and provide hints. You can check your work using a lunar position calculator.
A search for the Blue Planet : Blue Planet is played using lunar coordinates. The objective is to locate the lunar landing sites of Apollo and the Ranger missions. Some of these sites have not yet been mapped by either ordinary or orbiter craters.
Also available in the Astronaut's Manual (price $16) are the following items.
Astronaut's Manual -- 233 pages; a detailed historical and technical survey of the American space program from the Mercury project to the present; notebooks, fact sheets, posters, stationing images and other features.
Autobiography of Neil Armstrong and Lunar Landings Traces the history of human lunar exploration from the first research flights with a chimpanzee and golden eagle in 1957 to NASA's first manned landing in 1967.
Blue Planet: A Search for the Forgotten Land on the Moon (2006) by Neil Armstrong. Discover a forgotten era in lunar history.
Made with the new DnD Descent: Astronaut Edition. The tactical explorer's viewport system is suitable for use in nearly any fantasy or sci-fi setting. It does not interfere with interpretation or roleplaying of the underlying game. Here is the trailer.
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